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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to include the Mundari Bani script in the Universal Character
Set (UCS).

2 Background

The Mundari Bani script (Mundari Bani: mundari bani; Devanagari: मुंडारी
बानी; Bengali: মু ারী বানী; Oriya: ମୁ ାରୀ ବାନ)ି is used for writing Mundari (ISO
639-3: unr; Mundari Bani: mundari; Devanagari: मुंडारी; Bengali: মু ারী; Odiya:
ମୁ ାରୀ), an Austroasiatic language spoken by 1.1 million people in India, primar-
ily in the states of Jharkand, West Bengal, and Odisha [4]. Mundari has been
written in Devanagari, Bengali script, Odiya script, and Latin script, as well as
the script in question here, Mundari Bani, which was was invented by Rohidas
Singh Nag (1934 - 2012) in the latter half of the 20th century.

There has been a huge surge of interest in recent years in the script. There
are schools teaching Mundari Bani as well as workshops throuhout nearly all
Munda-inhabited districts of Odisha, the districts of Jhargam, Purulia, and
Medinipur in West Bengal, and the districts Ranchi, East Singhbum, West
Singhbum, Saraikela-Kharsawan, and Kunti in Jharkhand. It is estimated that
approximately 10% of Mundari speakers can read Mundari Bani.

There is limited information available on Mundari Bani in English. Most of the
materials on the script are written in Mundari, Hindi, and Oriya. A number
of different organizations and individuals have published primers for the script
[7, 9, 10, 12–14] (see Fig. 14). Anthologies of stories and poems have also been
published [2, 8]. There are also instructional videos by schools and individuals
available on YouTube and Mundari advocacy Facebook groups with content
released in Mundari Bani. Five Mundari Bani typefaces were developed by
Baidyanath Singh [6] (see Fig. 6 for a comparison between the typefaces).
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2.1 Timeline

Rohidas Singh Nag, a writer, poet and community advocate, originally began
working on the earliest iteration of the Mundari Bani script in the early 1950s
while in grade school. Later, Nag simplified the Mundari Bani script and by the
early 1980s began sharing it with others in the Munda community [5]. By 1994
Mundari Bani had spread further throughout Odisha state and in 2004 ten dif-
ferent Mundari Bani schools opened in Odisha. In 2004, the first book written in
Mundari Bani, Mundari Bani Hisir, was published under the auspices of Bharat
Munda Samaj [13], and was handwritten as there was no typeface available at
the time. In 2008, Bharat Munda Samaj and Mundari Samaj Sanwar Jamda,
with the collaboration of original script inventor Rohidas Nag, reformed the
script, altering some letterforms deemed confusing or hard to read or write, as
well as inventing one new basic letter and one new ‘Tong’ (see §3.10). Addition-
ally, the first Mundari Bani fonts were developed at this time. Since 2008, all
(attested) books have been under this new standard, which is the one presented
in this proposal.

3 Script Details

3.1 Structure

Mundari Bani is an alphabetic script that is written from left to right. There
are no attested ligatures.

The typical didactic presentation of Mundari Bani (see Figs. 1 and 2) is shown
with two major sections. The first section is a chart with five rows, where each
row’s first letter is a vowel, and the letter names for the row match the vowel of
the first letter [7, 10, 12, 14]. Note the similarity in this traditional organization
and structure to that of the Santali language’s Ol Chiki script [1] (see Fig. 5a).

o o p op l ol y oy G ong
a a j aj b ab J any H ah
i i s is d idd t it h ih
u u c uc D ud k uk r ur
e e N enn g eg m em n en T ett L ell

The second section is a collection of “Tong” (toG) which are a collection of
symbols and diacritics who play a secondary role in the script. Depending on
the orthographic tradition of the writer, they may use none, some, or all of the
“Tong”. Note again the similarity to Ol Chiki’s modifier letters both in name
and in function (see Fig. 5b).
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◌v ◌w ◌x - z ◌X
muhor ikir toyor eced ojod sutuh

3.2 Basic Alphabet

The basic letters of Mundari Bani are enumerated below. In addition, for pho-
netic clarity, they are compared to Devanagari, Bengali, and Oriya scripts in
Fig. 3 and to its phonemic inventory in Fig. 4.

Mundari Bani Character Name
o mundari bani letter o
p mundari bani letter op
l mundari bani letter ol
y mundari bani letter oy
G mundari bani letter ong
a mundari bani letter a
j mundari bani letter aj
b mundari bani letter ab
J mundari bani letter any
H mundari bani letter ah
i mundari bani letter i
s mundari bani letter is
d mundari bani letter idd
t mundari bani letter it
h mundari bani letter ih
u mundari bani letter u
c mundari bani letter uc
D mundari bani letter ud
k mundari bani letter uk
r mundari bani letter ur
e mundari bani letter e
N mundari bani letter enn
g mundari bani letter eg
m mundari bani letter em
n mundari bani letter en
T mundari bani letter ett
L mundari bani letter ell
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3.3 Muhor

Vowel nasalization is indicated by ◌v muhor (muvhor). The sign is written in
the top-right corner of the vowel in question. For example, the word muv /mũː/
nose. We note that unifying this with combining dot above right would
not be appropriate as 2004-style ◌v muhor takes on an open circle shape rather
than a dot (see §3.10).

Mundari Bani Character Name
◌v mundari bani sign muhor

3.4 Toyor

The ◌x toyor (toyor) indicates a long vowel. For example, u /u/ vs ux /uː/.
Use of toyor depends on the orthographic tradition of the writer and the lack
of toyor does not necessarily imply a short vowel. The word ‘Mundari’ for
example, can be seen both as mundXarix and as mundari depending on the text
in question.

Mundari Bani Character Name
◌x mundari bani sign toyor

3.5 Ikir

The ◌w ikir (ikir) is used to represent that a vowel is preceded by the /w/
sound [10, Pg. 15]. For example, a /a/ versus aw /wa/.

Mundari Bani Character Name
◌w mundari bani sign ikir
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3.6 Ojod

The z ojod (ojoD) has different uses depending on author, or may not be used
at all. In Mundari phonology, word-final /b/ and /d/ take on their so-called
‘checked’ forms [4], which can be indicated in writing using ojod. It generally
immediately precedes the b ab or D ud that it is to affect. For example, Singh
[12] has the word laTazb scissors (see Fig. 14), which in Singh [7] is spelled
without ojod as laTab.

Some sources also use ojod to indicate consonant gemination in close-
transcription of neighboring Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi or Oriya,
giving examples such as zbo bbo, zDho ddho, and ଜ zjo jjo [14] (see
Fig. 13 for more such examples).

Note that while z ojod and D ud may have shapes reminiscent of each other to
someone unfamiliar with the script, they are entirely distinct graphemes. Note
also that the glyphic variant of z ojod present in Fig. 2, , is also well attested
in recent (post-2008) texts.

Mundari Bani Character Name
z mundari bani sign ojod

3.7 Sutuh

The ◌X sutuh (sutuH) is applied to existing letters of the alphabet to derive new
sounds. It can be applied to both vowels and consonants and is used most often
for close transcription of neighboring Indo-Aryan languages (see Fig. 12). For
example, sX ⟨is, sutuh⟩ can be used to transliterate Devanagari ष्, Bengali ষ্,
and Oriya . Note that unifying this with combining tilde would not be
appropriate as 2004-style ◌X sutuh takes on a “seagull” shape1 rather than a
tilde (see §3.10).

Mundari Bani Character Name
◌X mundari bani sign sutuh

1The shape of ◌X sutuh in 2004-style is similar to ◌̼ U+033C combining seagull below
except located above the base rather than below.
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3.8 Digits

There is a full set of decimal digits (leneka): 0 zero, 1 one, 2 two, 3 three,
4 four, 5 five, 6 six, 7 seven, 8 eight, 9 nine. While some publications
and people use the native digits, others may use digits from Latin, Devanagari,
Bengali, or Oriya depending upon author preference (Note Mundari Bani verse
numbers in Fig. 9 and Mundari Bani page numbers in Fig. 8, but European-
style page numbers in Figs. 7, 12 and 17). The following table compares against
Devanagari, Bengali, and Oriya digits:

Mundari Bani Character Name Deva Beng Orya
0 mundari bani digit zero ० ০ ୦
1 mundari bani digit one १ ১ ୧
2 mundari bani digit two २ ২ ୨
3 mundari bani digit three ३ ৩ ୩
4 mundari bani digit four ४ ৪ ୪
5 mundari bani digit five ५ ৫ ୫
6 mundari bani digit six ६ ৬ ୬
7 mundari bani digit seven ७ ৭ ୭
8 mundari bani digit eight ८ ৮ ୮
9 mundari bani digit nine ९ ৯ ୯

3.9 Punctuation

European-style punctuation is used, as in English including full stop, comma,
exclamation mark, question mark, hyphen-minus and “quotes above”.

3.9.1 Eced

The - eced (eced) is used for marking compound verbs [4, Pg. 74], reduplica-
tive expressives [4, Pg. 103], and other such constructions. Examples include
evga-apu mother-father, the compound verb constructions jom-nu to eat and
drink and ol-DaLi to be able to write, and the reduplicative expressive jaraG-
jaraG glittering in the sun [13, Pg. 32]. eced can be represented by either
U+002D hyphen-minus or U+2010 hyphen.
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3.10 Historical Forms

Mundari Bani possesses some glyphic variants that are resultant of a script
reform in 2008. Prior to the reform, neither letter N enn nor ◌w ikir existed.
The reform also fundamentally changed the basic shapes of p op, l ol, i i, and
k uk to unrecognizably different forms. Additionally, the glyphs of ◌v muhor
and ◌X sutuh were modified, and many other letters were relatively minorly
adjusted typographically. See Figs. 17 to 19 for examples and further details.
We do not recommend disunifying the pre- and post-reform letters, and consider
them mere variants. Modern users are unlikely to want to type in this pre-reform
style, but if they wish to, a pre-reform font would be the appropriate way to
achieve this.

For each letter or mark in modern Mundari Bani, the below chart gives an exam-
ple word from the first Mundari Bani book, Mundari Bani Hisir [13], published
in 2004, as well as a rendering in modern print (see §2.1 for history of the script).
The letter or mark being analyzed is highlighted in red if the glyph has changed
to a very significant degree, in violet if the glyph has changed in a minor way,
and in blue if the glyph hasn’t meaningfully changed since 2004. If the letter or
mark did not exist in 2004, it is marked as such.

Letter 2004-Style Example Modern Print

o o om

p op poa

l ol loxb

y oy hoyo

G ong oG

a a aHxe

j aj joa

b ab bux

J any aJ

H ah oH

i i iH

s is so

d idd daG

t it taG
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Letter 2004-Style Example Modern Print

h ih hox

u u uH

c uc coH

D ud Dox

k uk koG

r ur rox

e e eyob
N enn N/A
g eg goH

m em mox

n en nux

T ett ToH

L ell hoLo

◌v muhor kov

◌x toyor ax
◌w ikir N/A
- eced jom-ti

z ojod ozD

◌X sutuh , oX, dXho

3.11 Character Names

The characters are named in accordance with their traditional names, and are
romanized so that the vowels o, a, i, u, e are romanized o, a, i, u, e respectively.
All the consonants are romanized to match the customary name, while matching
UCS conventions. For example, N has the name enn since it has the sound of
ण devanagari letter nna. The exception to this is H ah which has a glottal
stop sound and is generally transliterated into Devanagari using visarga.
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3.12 Collation

Mundari Bani does not seem to have a consensus collation order, but native
readers would likely expect a lexicographic order which matches with the typical
didactic order (which is emulated in the code charts). This would require that
the letters (basic alphabet and z ojod) have primary weight and the combining
characters have secondary weight.

3.13 Unicode Data

1E4D0;MUNDARI BANI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D1;MUNDARI BANI LETTER OP;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D2;MUNDARI BANI LETTER OL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D3;MUNDARI BANI LETTER OY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D4;MUNDARI BANI LETTER ONG;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D5;MUNDARI BANI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D6;MUNDARI BANI LETTER AJ;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D7;MUNDARI BANI LETTER AB;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D8;MUNDARI BANI LETTER ANY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4D9;MUNDARI BANI LETTER AH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DA;MUNDARI BANI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DB;MUNDARI BANI LETTER IS;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DC;MUNDARI BANI LETTER IDD;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DD;MUNDARI BANI LETTER IT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DE;MUNDARI BANI LETTER IH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4DF;MUNDARI BANI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E0;MUNDARI BANI LETTER UC;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E1;MUNDARI BANI LETTER UD;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E2;MUNDARI BANI LETTER UK;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E3;MUNDARI BANI LETTER UR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E4;MUNDARI BANI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E5;MUNDARI BANI LETTER ENN;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E6;MUNDARI BANI LETTER EG;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E7;MUNDARI BANI LETTER EM;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E8;MUNDARI BANI LETTER EN;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4E9;MUNDARI BANI LETTER ETT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4EA;MUNDARI BANI LETTER ELL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4EB;MUNDARI BANI SIGN OJOD;Lm;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4EC;MUNDARI BANI SIGN MUHOR;Mn;232;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4ED;MUNDARI BANI SIGN TOYOR;Mn;232;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4EE;MUNDARI BANI SIGN IKIR;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4EF;MUNDARI BANI SIGN SUTUH;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1E4F0;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
1E4F1;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
1E4F2;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
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1E4F3;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
1E4F4;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
1E4F5;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
1E4F6;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
1E4F7;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
1E4F8;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
1E4F9;MUNDARI BANI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;
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Letters
1E4D0  MUNDARI BANI LETTER O
1E4D1  MUNDARI BANI LETTER OP
1E4D2  MUNDARI BANI LETTER OL
1E4D3  MUNDARI BANI LETTER OY
1E4D4  MUNDARI BANI LETTER ONG
1E4D5  MUNDARI BANI LETTER A
1E4D6  MUNDARI BANI LETTER AJ
1E4D7  MUNDARI BANI LETTER AB
1E4D8  MUNDARI BANI LETTER ANY
1E4D9  MUNDARI BANI LETTER AH
1E4DA  MUNDARI BANI LETTER I
1E4DB  MUNDARI BANI LETTER IS
1E4DC MUNDARI BANI LETTER IDD
1E4DD MUNDARI BANI LETTER IT
1E4DE  MUNDARI BANI LETTER IH
1E4DF  MUNDARI BANI LETTER U
1E4E0  MUNDARI BANI LETTER UC
1E4E1  MUNDARI BANI LETTER UD
1E4E2  MUNDARI BANI LETTER UK
1E4E3  MUNDARI BANI LETTER UR
1E4E4  MUNDARI BANI LETTER E
1E4E5  MUNDARI BANI LETTER ENN
1E4E6  MUNDARI BANI LETTER EG
1E4E7  MUNDARI BANI LETTER EM
1E4E8  MUNDARI BANI LETTER EN
1E4E9  MUNDARI BANI LETTER ETT
1E4EA  MUNDARI BANI LETTER ELL

Tong
1E4EB  MUNDARI BANI SIGN OJOD
1E4EC◌  MUNDARI BANI SIGN MUHOR
1E4ED◌ MUNDARI BANI SIGN TOYOR
1E4EE◌ MUNDARI BANI SIGN IKIR
1E4EF ◌ MUNDARI BANI SIGN SUTUH

Digits
1E4F0  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT ZERO
1E4F1  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT ONE
1E4F2  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT TWO
1E4F3  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT THREE
1E4F4  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT FOUR
1E4F5  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT FIVE
1E4F6  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT SIX
1E4F7  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT SEVEN
1E4F8  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT EIGHT
1E4F9  MUNDARI BANI DIGIT NINE
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Figure 1: Mundari Bani–Bengali Alphabet Correspondence, provided by Bharat
Munda Samaj
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Figure 2: Mundari Bani–Devanagari Alphabet Correspondence [9]
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Deva Beng Orya
o o अ অ ଅ
p op अप् অপ্ ଅ
l ol अल् অল্ ଅ
y oy अय् অয়্ ଅ
G ong अं অং ଅଂ
a a आ আ ଆ
j aj आज् আজ্ ଆ
b ab आब् আব্ ଆ
J any आञ् আঞ্ ଆ
H ah आः আঃ ଆଃ
i i इ ই ଇ
s is इस् ইস্ ଇ
d idd इड् ইড্ ଇ
t it इत् ইত্ ଇ
h ih इह् ইহ্ ଇହ
u u उ উ ଉ
c uc उच् উচ্ ଉ
D ud उद् উদ্ ଉ
k uk उक् উক্ ଉ
r ur उर् উর্ ଉ
e e ए এ ଏ
N enn एण् এণ্ ଏ
g eg एग् এগ্ ଏ
m em एम् এম্ ଏ
n en एन् এন্ ଏ
T ett एट् এট্ ଏ
L ell एळ् এ ଏ

Figure 3: Transliteration of the basic Mundari Bani letter names into the other
common scripts used in the writing of Mundari: Devanagari, Bengali, and Oriya.
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o /o/ p /p/ l /l/ y /y/ G /ŋ/
a /a/ j /j/ b /b/ J /ñ/ H /ʔ/
i /i/ s /s/ d /ɖ/ t /t/ h /h/
u /u/ c /c/ D /d/ k /k/ r /r/
e /e/ N /ɳ/ g /g/ m /m/ n /n/ T /ʈ/ L /ɽ/

Figure 4: A (nearly) one-to-one mapping between Osada [3]’s analysis of the
Mundari phonemic inventory and the basic Mundari Bani alphabet. Only the
phoneme /w/ is missing, which is represented in Mundari Bani as ◌w ikir. Note
that Osada [3] does not consider vowel nasalization, vowel length, or word-final
‘checking’ of /b/ and /d/ to be phonemic distinctions.
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o o p op l ol y oy G ong
a a j aj b ab J any H ah
i i s is d idd t it h ih
u u c uc D ud k uk r ur
e e N enn g eg m em n en T ett L ell

ᱚ la ᱛ at ᱜ ag ᱝ ang ᱞ al
ᱟ laa ᱠ aak ᱡ aaj ᱢ aam ᱣ aaw
ᱤ li ᱥ is ᱦ ih ᱧ iny ᱨ ir
ᱩ lu ᱪ uc ᱫ ud ᱬ unn ᱭ uy
ᱮ le ᱯ ep ᱰ edd ᱱ en ᱲ err
ᱳ lo ᱴ ott ᱵ ob ᱶ ov ᱷ oh

(a) Both Ol Chiki and Mundari Bani are organized in similar, grid-style charts where
each row begins with a vowel letter and all consonant members of a row have a name
starting on a matching vowel. Though past this organizational resemblance, there
is little graphical similarity in the basic alphabet of each. The primarily apparent
parallels are the very similar glyphs for J any and ᱧ iny as well as the way that
letters a a / ᱟ laa are graphically derived from o o / ᱚ la through the addition of a
rightward-then-downward stroke.

◌v muhor
◌w ikir
◌x toyor
- eced
z ojod
◌X sutuh

ᱸ mu ttuddag
ᱹ gaahlaa ttuddaag
ᱺ mu-gaahlaa ttuddaag
ᱻ relaa
ᱼ phaarkaa
ᱽ ahad

(b) The extended marks (called ‘Tong’ in Mundari Bani) have a very significant number
of parallels in form and function between the two scripts. ◌v muhor and ᱸ mu ttuddag
have a very similar name and form, and an identical function (nasalization). Both z
ojod and ᱽ ahad have very similar names, letter-like shapes, and nearly identical
function (marking glottalization / ‘checking’ of certain stop consonants). We note
that while the Ol Chiki block encodes ᱼ phaarkaa, we propose Mundari Bani’s -
eced to instead be represented with existing encoded characters (see §3.9.1). We
note that the remaining similar marks between these scripts differ in being combining
marks versus modifier letters respectively.

Figure 5: A side-by-side comparing Ol Chiki to Mundari Bani. Both are uni-
cameral scripts for related Munda family languages with a very reminiscent
organizational style.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
o o o o o o
op p p p p p
ol l l l l l
oy y y y y y
ong G G G G G

a a a a a a
aj j j j j j
ab b b b b b
any J J J J J
ah H H H H H

i i i i i i
is s s s s s
idd d d d d d
it t t t t t
ih h h h h h

u u u u u u
uc c c c c c
ud D D D D D
uk k k k k k
ur r r r r r

e e e e e e
enn N N N N N
eg g g g g g
em m m m m m
en n n n n n
ett T T T T T
ell L L L L L

muhor ◌v ◌ v ◌ v ◌ v ◌ v
ikir ◌w ◌ w ◌w ◌ w ◌ w
toyor ◌x ◌x ◌x ◌x ◌x
eced - - - - -
ojod z z z z z

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
zero 0 0 0 0 0
one 1 1 1 1 1
two 2 2 2 2 2
three 3 3 3 3 3
four 4 4 4 4 4
five 5 5 5 5 5
six 6 6 6 6 6
seven 7 7 7 7 7
eight 8 8 8 8 8
nine 9 9 9 9 9

Figure 6: Side-by-side comparison of all five Mundari Bani typefaces released
by Baidyanath Singh in 2008 [6]. (a) Mundari Lipi Arial (b) Mundari Lipi (c)
Mundari Lipi Standard (d) Mundari Lipi JagaMohan (e) Mundari Lipi Stoneage.
We note that the ommission of ◌X sutuh is intentional, as these fonts do not
currently contain it. 18



Figure 7: Excerpt from student’s notes, titled birsa munda boGga, about In-
dian tribal freedom fighter Birsa Munda. Provided by Nandalal Singh, president
of Mundari Samaj Sanwar Jamda.
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Figure 8: Excerpt from chobiko lel kate mundari bani itun [10, Pg. 15]
showing another common glyphic variation of z ojod, . Note that in this
presentation, z ojod is said to follow rather than precede the letter it is to
affect. Additionally, this contains a Mundari Bani page number: 15 (15).
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Figure 9: Excerpt from Mundari Gaumuidi Hamar (mundari gmuiDi hamar)
[8, Pg. 4]. Circled in red is an instance of ◌w ikir, and in blue are instances of
◌x toyor.
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Figure 10: Excerpt from oya naovaw kahaniko (Seven New Mundari Stories)
[2, Pg. 2].
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Figure 11: Excerpt from Bani Upurum (bani upurum) [12, Pg. 6], titled
mundXarix bani joka oXdXiya, hinDi, ar baGla borNo. Circled in green are
instances of ◌X sutuh.
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Figure 12: Excerpt from Bani Upurum (bani upurum) [12, Pg. 10], showing
examples of ◌X sutuh being used to closely represent sounds from neighboring
Indo-Aryan languages.
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Figure 13: Excerpt from Bani Upurum (bani upurum) [12, Pg. 15], showing
examples of z ojod being used to express consonant gemination.
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Figure 14: Excerpt from Bani Upurum (bani upurum) [12, Pg. 19] on the
letter l ol. Circled in pink are instances of z ojod.
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Figure 15: Original manuscript, dated July 10th 1982, by script creator, Ol Guru
Rohidas Singh Nag, showing an earlier iteration of Mundari Bani, a predecessor
to the pre-reform style shown in Figs. 17 to 19 and §3.10.
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Figure 16: Excerpt showing an older version of Rohidas Nag’s version of
Mundari Bani script [11]. Note that this proposal does not attempt to cover
encoding of these original manuscripts with which, to our knowledge, no books
were published.
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Figure 17: Pre-reform alphabet chart from Mundari Bani Hisir [13]. For discus-
sion on these forms, see §3.10.
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Figure 18: Excerpt from Mundari Bani Hisir [13] aligning Mundari Bani to De-
vanagari. This shows that the post-reform letter N enn (parallel to Devanagari
ण) was previously represented as nX.
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Figure 19: Excerpt from the introduction of Mundari Bani Hisir [13]. Note
that the larger letters at the beginning of the paragraphs seem to be stylistic
dropcaps rather than any evidence of capital letters.
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Figure 20: De-facto Mundari Bani keyboard layout, for those that use the cur-
rent ASCII-encoded fonts [15].
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